
5 Cuarto Adosado en venta en Zahara de la Sierra, Cádiz

High on the hill and offering some of the most emblematic views of this the beautiful village of Zahara De La Sierra ,
there is a tucked away street draped with Bougainville and Jasmine in which nestles this unusual family home.Built on
a long sloping plot and adapted over the years to the shape, a growing family and campo work this property has a less
than standard layout .In through main front door there is lounge area off which to the left is a double bedroom and an
ensuite bathroom , off to the right are a few steps which lead to a mid level with two bedrooms and a bathroom ,
charming beamed ceilings add to the character .Back down in the lounge and past the first bedroom a doorway leads
into a fitted kitchen with a back door that leads to the street behind , beyond this street is just hills and olives , its
accessible by car and has a space for parking.Just besides the back door a flight of stairs leads to the first floor which
houses two further bedrooms and a long balcony which looks over the Bougainville toward the village with its
medieval castle atop the rock .Back down the stairs and out on to the narrow street , which serves as a patio too , and
a just down a little is a laundry room and a further storeroom, a third and final door leads into what is a semi another
ground floor , mainly being used for storage , its a large long space that could be connected internally to the lounge
area in the main part of the house , currently in a basic but new constructed state with a window at the end over
looking an area that could be a lovely patio its perfect to convert into a main open plan living and kitchen area , finish
the patio, convert the window to double doors and it would be ideal ! back outside and right net to the door is a short
flight of steps leading up to the terrace, with fantastic views to both the countryside and the village .This property has
been maintained and looked after over the years and recently various wooden beamed old floors and roofs have been
replaced using modern materials . If you have some vision and passion this place could be made to be very special
indeed , and would be an inviting home from home , a permanent home and could function really well as casa rural in
this popular . picture postcard pueblo .Lot Area: 104 MetersFloor Area: 165 MetersBedrooms: 5Bathrooms: 2

  5 dormitorios   2 baños   104m² Tamaño de la parcela
  lot area 104 meters   floor area 165 meters   bedrooms 5

89.500€

 Propiedad comercializada por Olvera Properties
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